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Meet the Authors
Under a temporary administrative order, effective March 18, 2020, Oregon
employees may be absent for up to 12 weeks, on a continuous or intermittent
basis, because the employee’s child’s school or place of care has been closed by
public authorities, including out of concerns related to the coronavirus (COVID19) outbreak.
Previously, Oregon employers were required to allow employees up to 40 hours of sick leave for this
reason. The temporary administrative order expands employee rights under the Oregon Family Leave
Act (OFLA) and means lengthier absences are protected.
Additionally, OFLAs reinstatement obligations, which generally exceed the requirements of federal
law, apply to employees who take leave as a result of the closure of the employees childs school.
Further, because employees are entitled to use any accrued leave, over and above any Oregon Sick
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Leave allotment, during an OFLA-covered absence, employees will have the option of exhausting their
paid time off (PTO) and vacation banks during a period of leave. This new rule will remain in place
through September 13, 2020, if not extended.
In adapting to the emergency rule, Oregon employers should consider the impact of pending federal
legislation related to paid family and medical leave and paid sick leave. Please contact Jackson Lewis
attorneys for additional information on this and other workplace issues.
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Focused on labor and employment law since 1958, Jackson Lewis P.C.'s 950+ attorneys located in major
cities nationwide consistently identify and respond to new ways workplace law intersects business. We help
employers develop proactive strategies, strong policies and business-oriented solutions to cultivate highfunctioning workforces that are engaged, stable and diverse, and share our clients' goals to emphasize
inclusivity and respect for the contribution of every employee. For more information, visit
https://www.jacksonlewis.com.
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